"What did you learn in school today, dear little boy of mine?" asked the lyrics of satirist Tom Paxton a generation ago.
Who teaches and why? Who are the lecturers at University, what are their backgrounds, abilities, ambitions etc? Why are they lecturing, because it is stimulating, fun, pays extremely well, cant get any other job, or because it is a calling? What is the role of a lecturer, to induce new knowledge into the knowledge systems of students, or to coax students existing knowledge systems out of hiding? Should teaching be subversive?
How and what is taught? Lectures and a few tutorials are generally the methods used to deliver new knowledge to students. Theory with unrealistic examples is examined. There have always been questions at universities, but most of them come from the teachers, and most tend to require recall, rather than requiring higher-level thought.
An alternative. Teachers should adopt a questioning toolkit that is used in every course. The toolkit should contain questions and questioning tools. Students should be taught how to ask relevant and appropriate questions.
"Once you have learned how to ask relevant and appropriate questions, you have learned how to learn and no one can keep you from learning whatever you want or need to know." Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner
Purpose of education
What is the purpose of education? I submit it is twofold
• To expand to the limit the individuals capacity, and desire, for self education, for seeking and finding meaning, truth and enjoyment in everything he or she does, and • To increase the survival prospects of the group to which the individual belongs Do our Schools and Universities expand the minds of our students, or do we restrict them to out-dated compartmentalised syllabi? Do we teach students to question, or to be questioned? Do we teach students discovery or what has been discovered? Do we teach students to seek truth even if it does not serve our cause? Do we teach students enjoyment and passion, or do we teach routine, fear and anxiety? Do we teach students to survive, to adapt to change, or do we teach them to conserve old ideas, concepts and attitudes?
Most of our students fail at some point. The best may only fail to develop more than a tiny part of the tremendous capacity for learning, understanding and creating with which they were born, which they used to the full in the first few years of life.
Most students are afraid of failing (see how many turn up when discussing exams), of disappointing parents/teachers, of not pleasing or not doing what other people want them to do. Most are afraid of making mistakes, of being wrong, of looking foolish, of standing out. Many are afraid to experiment, to try different and unknown things, afraid to be different.
Many students are bored, they are given tasks which are trivial, dull, and make such a limited and narrow demand on their intelligence, capabilities and talents -they are encouraged to work for petty and contemptuous rewards -gold stars, marks, i.e. for the ignoble satisfaction of feeling better than someone else.
Many of our students are confused. Words make little or no sense to them, there is little relation to reality -many of our IS students have no idea of what a server is. They feel that the end aim is nothing more than to get a good mark. We kill curiosity and the feeling that it is good to be curious, to ask questions. Schools destroy our youth. Where would we expect workers (students) to work for 6 different bosses in one week, in several different workgroups, to have no desk of their own, to be always on the move? What sensible organisation would forbid its workers to ask their colleagues for help, would expect them to carry all relevant facts in their heads, would require them to work for 45 minute spells and then to move to a different site, would work them in groups of 100-200 and prohibit any social interaction except at official break times?
Who enrols and why?
Who are the people who enrol, and why do they do so? What do these people look like in terms of ambition, ability, background, age, and gender? Why do they enrol, is it due to pressure from parents, lack of job opportunities, fear of open market, to enjoy a social life or because they can?
How do students rate teachers?
A study by Hart, Adams et al (2001) revealed that students rated Teachers as the lowest influence in selecting a career. Computers at home, media, friends, other, parents, career development centres were all rated higher. Why are teachers rated so lowly?
Who teaches and why?
Who are the lecturers at University, what are their backgrounds, abilities, ambitions etc? Why are they lecturing, because it is stimulating, fun, pays extremely well, cant get any other job, or because it is a calling? What is the role of a lecturer, to induce new knowledge into the knowledge systems of students, or to coax students existing knowledge systems out of hiding? Should teachers be subversive?
I challenge you to ask yourself the question, "Why am I a teacher?" I then challenge you to give yourself an honest answer and to reflect on that answer.
How do we get to know whatever we think is worth knowing? Did we learn it, was it taught to us, or did we discover it? How do we expect our students to get to know worthwhile things?
A teacher job is to induce new knowledge into the existing knowledge systems of students. This is a difficult job, as is often not welcomed by the students. A possible reason is that having to learn new knowledge, means existing knowledge is challenged. A true teacher is someone who can get students to change their existing knowledge systems.
How and what is taught?
Lectures and a few tutorials are generally the methods used to deliver new knowledge to students. Theory with unrealistic examples is examined. There have always been questions at universities, but most of them come from the teachers, and most tend to require recall, rather than requiring higher-level thought.
Think about the fact that people taught that the Earth was flat, that kings were superior beings, Cobol was 'the' programming language, PC's were playthings and not for serious use, that women were inferior to men. Now ask how much of what we teach today will be laughed at in years to come.
An alternative.
I propose that teachers should re-examine themselves, and their roles. Teachers should adopt a questioning toolkit that is used in every course. Students should be taught how to ask relevant and appropriate questions.
"Once you have learned how to ask relevant and appropriate questions, you have learned how to learn and no one can keep you from learning whatever you want or need to know." Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner 
